


Masterclass in Innovation for 

Public Service Leaders
Welcome!  The webinar will start at 09.30

Please feel free to comment in the chat:

What is your biggest challenge with innovation?
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Housekeeping

Desktop

Mobile device
Chat & Participant List

Sound & Video

MICROPHONE 

OFF
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9.00 - 9.30 Dial in

9.30 - 9.35 Housekeeping & introductions

9.35 - 9.45 What is innovation and why is it important?

9.45 - 9.55 The challenges with innovation in the public service

9.55 – 10.05 Innovation leadership

- Organisational innovation leadership styles

- Your innovation leadership style 

10.05 – 10.15 Innovation strategy 

- What is an innovation strategy & why is it important?

- Develop your innovation strategy… and make sure you have the capabilities to deliver it

10.15 – 10.55 International examples of best practice in public service innovation

- Paulo Malta, Public Service Innovation Expert (Portugal)

- Isaiah Engelbrecht, Public Service Innovation Expert (South Africa) 

10.55 – 11.00 Questions and close

Agenda
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Webinar

Everything you 

need to know 

about 

innovation in 90 

minutes

Workbook Individual 

consultation

Action Plan

Masterclass structure

Community
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Delivering Innovation Leadership
in Ireland’s Public Service

Dr Lucy Fallon-Byrne

Assistant Secretary, Reform

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 



Innovation

Climate

Results

(CSEES)

Innovation Imperative: a rationale for focusing on innovation

Why are we focussing on 

innovation?

- Particularly low scores for innovation 

climate

- OECD recommendation 2017

- Substantial evidence base from EU 

funded review (SRSS, 2018)

- Develop skills and capabilities

- To create a common understanding of 

innovation and the need for innovation 

in public service delivery

Structural Reform Support Service evidence base



Where we think we are…

And where we want to go.

How we intend to 
get there.



Covid-19 and the acceleration of innovation

Remote working (across the Civil Service, teaching community, state 

agencies) 

Digital adoption (e.g. digital prescriptions, online GP consultations, MyGovID

subscriptions)

One Public Service (e.g. DPER/PAS temporary assignments contact tracing, 

DEASP support)

Process re-engineering (e.g. Revenue payments, birth cert online)

New technologies (e.g. RPA in HSE, Mobile apps for oxygen monitors HSE) 

Cross-organisational/sectoral collaboration (e.g. Defence Forces testing 

tents, SFI/EI/IDA/IRC Covid-19 Innovation Fund, OPS2020 online forum)

Aim to sustain. Thank you. 



What is innovation?
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Innovation
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@iLab_NI

My innovation journey
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Common misconceptions
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… but the most common of all

Innovation is technology Innovation is people in white 

coats
© Orryx Ltd 2020
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“Ideas that are 
implemented and deliver 

value”

In keeping with ISO 56000 series of Guidance for Innovation Management
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Ideas can be:

- Big or small

- Radical or incremental

- Relate to any part of an 

organisation

Ideas that are implemented and deliver value
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Ideas that are implemented and deliver value

Implemented can be:

- In part or all of the 

organisation

- Used in the real world
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Ideas that are implemented and deliver value

Value can be:

- Lots of things….

- Social value

- More efficient or effective services

- Better value for money

- Reduced budgets

- Environmental benefits
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How is it different from…

Invention

Creativity

Transformation

Reform

Continuous improvement

Design Thinking

© Orryx Ltd 2020

For further reading see ISO 56000 Innovation management – Fundamentals and vocabulary (2020)
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Unlike innovation:  creativity is not enough for innovation to happen.  It has to 

be supported by other things like validation, development and implementation.
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Design Thinking . cognitive, 

strategic and practical process 

by which design concepts are 

developed

Unlike innovation:  this is simply a tool that can be used to help you innovate – it is not 

innovation itself
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If in doubt…

Or you hear yourself saying “oh but that’s just stuff 

we do to make things better…”

Ask yourself…

1. Is it something new or different?

2. To your business area, organisation, field, the 

world?

3. And is it making a difference?
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And remember

Innovation can happen in…

Any type of organisation

Of any size

In any sector

In any part of an organisation

But must add value
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so what?
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40% 
of the companies that thrive today 

will be gone in 10 years time
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Tom Friedman, Thank You for Being Late. Financial Times. London Clearing House. Internet Live Stats. Statista. eMarketer. McKinsey Global Institute. TeleGeography. Frost & Sullivan. BCG. Wall Street Research. VentureBeat. The New York Times. Columbia University 
Department of Computer Science. © Innovation360 Group AB

Global internet users World population Volumes of data

Microprocessor performance Global GDP Personalisation

Global trends demanding public service innovation 



The Innovation Imperative

Our Public Service is looking 

to respond to a CHANGING 

WORLD …

Declining 

trust

Demographic 

pressures

Changing employee 

expectations

Rising citizen 

expectations

Exponential 

growth of data

Faster 

pace 

of change

Increasingly

complex 

problems

Global 

Competition/ 

race for talent

Emerging 

Technology

Global and National 

Context

Risk of always being behind – reacting yet never fully 
meeting expectations 



Innovation delivers real results

A £27m Change Fund realised £43m savings over 15 reform projects in 1

year

Increased medicines optimisation resulting in £1.2m annualised savings

and better patient outcomes

A model for taking decisions on dementia care with estimated £100m

annualised savings

A 33% increase in the uptake of State benefits among eligible citizens

Increased waste recycling in 17,000 households
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https://www.finance-ni.gov.uk/articles/case-study-applying-design-and-behavioural-science-recycling

Case study: Increased waste recycling in 17,000 households

“Although the 
outcome of the trial 
was not statistically 
significant, the Lab 
were able to 
demonstrate the 
value of running an 
experiment rather 
than simply rolling out 
a new intervention to 
see what happens”

1.  Insights 2.  School’s Challenge 3.  Real world trial 4.  Results

https://www.finance-ni.gov.uk/articles/case-study-applying-design-and-behavioural-science-recycling


A centrally commanded 
drone service to deliver 

small parcels to rural 
areas

A “Robodog” to 
encourage social 

distancing

New disinfectant highly 
effective against 

Coronavirus family

E-learning portals for 
teachers/ pupils

Volunteer Initiatives 
Platform

Covid-19 Global online 
hackathon

https://taikai.network/cov
id19-challenge

Easter Bunny declared a 
key worker to reassure 

children

GPS tracking of mobile 
data to trace infections

Online portal for GP 
consultations

AI & heat checking 
technology to identify 

people with a fever in a 
crowd

https://oecd-opsi.org/

© Orryx Ltd 2020

https://taikai.network/covid19-challenge
https://oecd-opsi.org/


The challenge with 
innovation
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Problem #5

It can be pretty difficult
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84% of senior leaders want to innovate

only 10% know how
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How innovation often looks



How it should look:

The innovation management system

Decision

Spike

Hypotheses
Project Portfolio 

ManagementExperiment

CONTEXT OF THE ORGANISATION
External & internal issues, culture, collaboration

VALUE
CREATION

INNOVATION 
INTENT

LEADERSHIP
Commitment, vision, strategy

SUPPORT
Resources & competencies

DO

MEASURE

ACT

PLAN

ISO 56002 Innovation Management System – Guidance (2019)



Overview of the ISO 56000 series

A series of 8 international guidance standards:

ISO 56002, Innovation management system

ISO 56003, Tools and methods for innovation partnership

ISO 56004, Innovation Management Assessment

ISO 56000, Fundamentals and vocabulary 

ISO 56005, Tools and methods for intellectual property management 

ISO 56006, Strategic intelligence management

ISO 56007, Idea management

ISO 56008, Tools and methods for innovation operation measurements 

Published

Pending



INNOVATION 
LEADERSHIP
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5 innovation leadership styles 

The organisation 
challenges what 
and how it delivers 
its services 
continuously; 
nothing is sacred

The organisation 
sets innovation 
goals and works 
systematically to 
achieve them

The CauldronThe Spiral 
Staircase

The Fertile 
Field

The PacMan The Explorer

The organisation 
finds new ways to 
apply its 
capabilities, and 
new areas in which 
to do so

The organisation 
works with external 
stakeholders to 
gain leverage for 
the early stages of 
innovation

The organisation 
invests in 
innovation projects 
that are risky and 
may not return the 
investment

Source: Loewe, Williamson & Wood, European Management Journal, 2001
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Actions of a future focused leader

Accountable 

for the 

innovation 

management 

system

Ensure 

resources are 

available for 

innovation

Foster a 

culture 

supporting 

innovation 

activities

Communicate 

the 

importance of 

innovation

Establish 

innovation 

vision and 

strategy

© Orryx Ltd 2020

Encourage 

and 

recognise 

innovators

Promote 

performance 

evaluation of 

innovation

ISO 56002 Innovation Management System – Guidance (2019)



Anthropologist Experimenter Cross Pollinator

The Learning Personas

Observes how people 

interact with services & 

their environment

Draws associations and 

ideas from different 

places to bring unique 

solutions

Focuses on the 

processes, trialling and 

testing what works and 

what doesn’t to find 

workable solutions in live 

environments

© Orryx Ltd 2020

Innovation personas

Source:  Tom Kelley with Jonathan Littman, The Ten Faces of Innovaiton, 2016



Hurdler Collaborator Director

The Organising Personas

Genuinely works for the 

wider good, putting team 

before themselves & 

bringing together 

multidisciplinary teams

Gets stuff done! They will 

cross every barrier to 

tackle things that have 

never been done before.  

Sidesteps obstacles.

Acute understanding of 

the organisation and its 

strategic direction & 

priorities.  Will inspire & 

empower others.

© Orryx Ltd 2020
Source:  Tom Kelley with Jonathan Littman, The Ten Faces of Innovaiton, 2016



Experience Architect Set Designer Storyteller Caregiver

The Building Personas

Creates remarkable 

experiences from a user 

perspective.

Promotes energetic, 

inspired work places, 

often through physical 

environments

Captures imaginations 

with compelling stories of 

initiative & innovation.

Provides empathy to 

understand users & 

nurtures internal 

relationships

© Orryx Ltd 2020

Source:  Tom Kelley with Jonathan Littman, The Ten Faces of Innovaiton, 2016



INNOVATION 
STRATEGY
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What is an innovation strategy? 

Describes why 

innovation 

activities are 

important

Is flexible and 

adaptable

Is communicated 

and understood

Maintained as 

documented 

information

Includes:

© Orryx Ltd 2020

1. Context of the organisation

2. Innovation vision

3. Roles, responsibiliites & 

authorities

4. Objectives & plans to achieve 

them

5. Organisational structures 

6. Support & processes including 

resourcesSource:  ISO 56002 Innovation Management System – Guidance (2019)



How is it 
different?
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“The rationale for a strategy 
dedicated to innovation activities 

can be a focus on value 
realisation under conditions of 

uncertainty”

Source:  ISO 56002 Innovation Management System – Guidance (2019)
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3 horizons of innovation

Horizon 1 

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

Today’s
Challenges

Far Future 
Opportunities

Near Future 
Opportunities

• Smaller, incremental innovations
• Builds on existing practices
• Normally little structural change & lead times

• More creative & proactive
• Expands & builds into new directions

• ‘Moon shots’
• Exploratory, may not succeed
• Can result in significant gains

Source: Baghai, M., Coley, S., & White, D. 1999. The Alchemy of Growth: Practical Insights for Building the Enduring Enterprise. London: The Orion Publishing Group Ltd.
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How do you 
develop one?
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Innovation360 framework

IMPLEMENTATION

Adapted from Penker, M How to assess and measure business innovation (2011)
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Innovation360 framework
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Why you innovate? 

Your innovation aspirations

© Orryx Ltd 2020

- Radical or incremental?

- VFM or Services?

- Your innovation strategy:

NEED SEEKERS

Look for potential 
opportunities by 

applying a superior 
understanding of the 

end-user

MARKET 
READERS

Capitalise on proven 
human trends & a 

superior 
understanding of 
people & other 

providers

TECHNOLOGY 
DRIVERS

Drive for both 
breakthrough & 

incremental 
innovations based 
on new technology



What you innovate? 7 types of innovation 

Your innovation aspirations

© Orryx Ltd 2020

• Does the organisation innovate its products?Product Innovation

• Does the organisation innovate its processes?Process Innovation

• Does the organisation innovate its organisational structure?Organisational Innovation

• Does the organisation innovate its management systems 
(performance management, quality assurance, incentives)?

Management Innovation

• Does the organisation innovate production and logistics with 
new approaches?

Production Innovation

• Does the organisation regularly innovate its business model 
(e.g. by using digital technology)?

Business Model Innovation

• Does the organisation innovate its services?Service Innovation



How you innovate? Innovation process

Your current abilities

© Orryx Ltd 2020

Decision

Spike

Hypotheses
Project Portfolio 

ManagementExperiment

Ideas that are implemented and deliver value
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Openness, 

curiosity, user 

focused

Encourage 

learning, 

change & 

experimentation

Encourage 

feedback & 

suggestions

Balance 

assumption 

based and 

evidence 

based 

decisionsLearn from 

failure
Diverse, 

respectful, 

inclusive

Network, 

collaborate, 

particiapte

ISO 56002 Innovation Management System – Guidance (2019)

How you innovate? Culture for innovation (1)

Your current abilities



• Learning: Exploration, expansiveness, and creativity. Leaders
emphasise innovation, knowledge, and adventure.

• Purpose: Idealism and altruism. Work environments are tolerant,
compassionate Leaders emphasize shared ideals and contributing
to a greater cause.

• Caring: Focuses on relationships and mutual trust. Leaders
emphasise sincerity, teamwork, and positive relationships.

• Order: Respect, structure, and shared norms. Leaders emphasise
shared procedures and time-honored customs.

• Safety: Defined by planning, caution, and preparedness. Leaders
emphasise being realistic and planning ahead.

• Authority: Strength, decisiveness, and boldness. Work
environments are competitive places where people strive to gain
personal advantage. Leaders emphasise confidence and
dominance.

• Results: Achievement and winning. Leaders emphasise goal
accomplishment.

• Enjoyment: Expressed through fun and excitement. Leaders
emphasise spontaneity and a sense of humor

How you innovate? Culture for innovation (2)
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How you innovate? Organisational capabilities

- Assess your capabilities

- ISO 56004 Innovation management assessment (2019)

- Impact focused

- Qualitative and quantitative

- Internal and external factors

- Impact focused

Your current abilities

© Orryx Ltd 2020



Where, When, Who? 

Your current abilities

© Orryx Ltd 2020

- Internal team?

- External organisations or partners?

- Are they the right stakeholders?



Where, When, Who? 

Your current abilities

© Orryx Ltd 2020

- Is innovation important now & in the 
immediate future?  

- Is it part of your long term vision/ goal?  

- Is innovation consistently worked on, or 
only at set points in time (e.g. during annual 
business planning)?

- Are all parties involved as much as they 
should be?   



Where, When, Who? 

Your current abilities

© Orryx Ltd 2020

- Dedicated innovation team or Lab?

- Is it part of everyone’s job?  

- Do the same people take forward innovation 
from start to finish?  

- Who oversees innovation?



Is it 
working?
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Measurement is controversial but happening…
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INTERNATIONAL 
EXAMPLES OF BEST 

PRACTICE
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Questions?

kelly.clark@orryx.co.uk

http://orryx.co.uk/

+44 777 0 583 662

mailto:kelly.clark@orryx.co.uk
http://orryx.co.uk/


Orryx is a specialist innovation practice. We work alongside
businesses and public sector organisations, helping them
innovate and transform for the future.

Our services include innovation assessments, strategy &
governance; innovation programme & service design,
implementation and transformation; and capability building
for innovation and transformation.

We are affiliated with Innovation 360, a leading international
innovation management organisation based in Stockholm
with over 200 innovation experts in 30 countries. We are the
only service provider in Northern Ireland licensed in the full
range of Innovation 360 tools and methodologies.

We are represented on the UK panel of experts involved in
developing the emerging international ISO 56000 Innovation
Management guidance standards.

http://orryx.co.uk/

About us

http://orryx.co.uk/

http://orryx.co.uk/
http://orryx.co.uk/


INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
• 360 degree innovation assessment
• InnovationIQ certification
• ISO 56000 assessment & readiness
• Innovation strategy & action plan
• Innovation management systems

PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION
• Innovation essentials & masterclasses
• Internal innovation programmes
• Public sector innovation labs – establishing 

& succeeding
• Design and implementation of regional 

innovation programmes 

INNOVATION IMPLEMENTATION
• Innovation project implementation & 

acceleration
• Innovation culture, leadership & teams
• Innovation measurement

INNOVATION CAPABILITY
• Innovation Practitioner Accreditation [by 

application only]
• Sustained innovation capability
• Global network
• Proprietary innovation database

INNOVATION IS OUR PASSION
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